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Gemini which represented by twins is the third zodiac signs and Gemini are people born between
21st May and 20th June. As the twinâ€™s symbol suggests, the Gemini view everything around the
world in pairs: good and bad, male and female, in and out, etc. they have an easy acceptance of
opposites as they like opposites themselves. Geminians are the most outgoing of all, they can carry
any sort of social conversation as they can jump from one topic to the other with ease and they have
a natural curiosity to things. Others might find Gemini fun to be with, but on a long run people might
get the impression of Gemini being shallow. Gemini never age at heart, their inner child remains
intact however old they get. They have a sharp wit and mind which makes them one of the best of
friends and worthy opponents. They can also be the gossips of an organization.

It is a mutable Air sign governed by Mercury. This sign tends to stand out as Gemini people as they
are knowledgeable on everything and they tend to absorb information like a sponge. They are very
inquisitive and hungry for information and are quick to digest them. as twins suggest duality, Gemini
find it hard to stick to something and master it which makes it difficult for the others to decipher
which side the Gemini are really in. they have different sigs to their personality and it is those who
are close to them who are aware of it.

If you have a Gemini child, then better prepare for the ride of your life! Gemini kids can be angels
one minute and monsters the other! These children start talking at an early age and absorb
information quickly. This leads them to learn the art of communication early and they might have
knowledge that is beyond their years. These kids cannot sit in a hyper-active and cannot stand in a
place for more than a few minutes; they will have pent-energy even if you take them for long walks.
Ai school, the child might not like the rules and regulations of the school, but have enough charm to
wiggle out of situations. Though they might have the intelligence to excel academically, they just
donâ€™t follow it to completion and this is the reason for them to not top in their classes. They can get
along with anyone, warm up and make friends with anyone from kids their age to elders alike. The
amendable unless they feel threatened about their spot light like a younger sibling who takes away
attention from them, and then they behave difficultly with this sibling for years.

Older Gemini is at his element when it comes to using his communication skill and charm. They are
good with their job and others tend to approach them to seek advice and suggestions. The Gemini
in turn does not hesitate to seek information from others as he loves to be updated on his
information chain. If a Gemini set his mind at a task, he can move mountains and finish a task in a
day which normally takes a week for others, but when they donâ€™t have interest in the job they tend to
quit and search for more interesting areas. In relationships and love, Gemini will be young at heart
partners. Though they are fun and loving most of the time, the can become moody easily. It is best
to back off and leave them alone during these periods. Gemini has the tendency to move on if they
get bored with a relationship irrespective of the devastation they are leaving behind. The best
compatible signs are Gemini, Cancer and Libra. But Aries, Cancer, Taurus and Leo might also be
compatible for a few, Virgo and Pisces are the least compatible signs. You can now learn a lot about
zodiac signs though television and internet like the ATT Uverse Internet.
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Samantha Kirk - About Author:
Samantha Kirk is a freelance writer. She loves astrology and learns palmistry at home, and enjoys
reading about the subject on her a ATT Uverse Internet Internet! She strongly believes in sun signs
and often debates with people saying that peopleâ€™s characteristics are influenced by their respective
sun signs!
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